A Surprise Visit Brings Joy!

We are grateful to Sr. Rosie Pint and Sr. Anthony at St. Patrick’s for arranging a surprise visit with Sr. Julie Walsh.

Sr. Melanie and Sr. Lynn were at St. Patrick’s to get their first Covid vaccination. They had a wonderful visit with Sr. Julie. She sends her love and encourages communication because she says relationships are important and she enjoys talking with those who have had common experiences with her in community.

“I wonder if the snow loves the trees and fields, that it kisses them so gently? and then it covers them up snug, you know, with a white quilt; and perhaps it says, ‘go to sleep, darlings, till the summer comes again.’”

Lewis Carroll
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"Snowflakes are one of nature's most fragile things, but just look what they do when they stick together."
Verna M. Kelly

"Kindness Is Like Snow—It Beautifies Everything It Covers."
Kahlil Gibran
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